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10 March

AIDE MEMOIRS

The following is an outline of certain guiding principles to be incor-

porated in the directive to the Commander of the United Nations Peace-

Keeping Force in Cyprus:

1. Hie Force created under the Security Council Resolution of March k

is a United Nations Force, whose composition and size are being established by

the Secretary-General in consultation with the four Governments and whose

Commander has been appointed by the Secretary- General and will report to him.

2. This United Nations Force must be under the exclusive control and

command of the United Nations at all times.

3. The Secretary-General is responsible to the Security Council for the

conduct of this Force and he alone reports to the Security Council .about it.

4. The Commander of the Force is responsible to the Secretary- General,

will receive directives from the Secretary-General on the exercise of his command,

and will report to the Secretary-General. The executive control of all units of

the Force, therefore, must at all times be exercised by the Commander of the

Force .

5. The contingents comprising this Force must become integral parts of

it and will take their orders exclusively from the Commander of the Force. This

principle applies equally of course to the British contingent when the take-over

occurs.

6. The United Nations Force must have its own headquarters whose personnel

must be international in character, representative of the contingents comprising

the Force.

7. The Force shall undertake no functions which are not consistent with

the definition of the function of the Force set forth in paragraph 5 of the

Security Council Resolution of k March. Any doubt about a proposed action of

the Force being consistent with the definition of function set forth in the
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resolution, must be submitted to the Secretary-General for decision.

8. The troops of the Force will carry arms which, however, are to

be employed only for self defence, should this become necessary in the

discharge of its function, in the interest of preserving international peace

and security, of seeking to prevent a recurrence of fighting, and contributing

to the maintenance and restoration of law and order and a return to normal

conditions.

9. It would be desirable from the standpoint of the effective operation

of the United Nations Force that the Greek and Turkish troops now stationed

in Cyprus should be integrated with the United Nations Force and placed under

its command. The United Nations, however, has no mandate to require this.

The Secretary-General, nevertheless, has urged this course on the governments

concerned.

10. A clear distinction will have to be made and maintained between the

troops of the British contingent in the United Nations Force and British

military personnel.in Cyprus such as those manning the British bases, not

included in the United Nations Force.

11. The United Nations Force in Cyprus must carefully avoid any action

designed to influence the political situation in Cyprus in one way or the other

except through contributing to a restoration of quiet and thus creating an

improved climate in which political solutions may be sought.

12. The personnel of the Force must refrain from expressing publicly any

opinion on the political problems of the country.

1J. A Status of Force Agreement will be negotiated with the Government of

Cyprus covering the usual basic matters such as freedom of movement, privileges

and immunities, responsibilities, discipline, etc.

Ik. The Force in Cyprus and the activities of the United Nations Mediator

in Cyprus are separate and distinct operations and will be kept so in every

respect.



10 March 1964

Possible re-draft of section II of the draft aide-memoire

II. Size and composition of the United Nations Force in Cyprus

3. In implementation of paragraph 4 of the Security Council resolution,

initially it is the intention of the Secretary-General that the Force should comprise

about 7̂ 000 men and the adequacy of this size will be reviewed later in the light of

early experience with ̂ the operation of the Force.

4. The countries that have been approached for contingents to date are the

following (in addition to the British contingents): Austria, Brazil, Canada, Finland,

Ireland and Sweden. In the event that any of the foregoinj do not provide the

contingent, Chile and Mexico are being approached. It now seems most unlikely

that a contingent can be obtained from Brazil. Should it become necessary later on

to increase the size of the Force beyond 7̂ 000, other countries might be approached

for troops following on further consultations in accordance with paragraph 4 of the

Security Council resolution.
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11 March 1964

some uestions v;h3j.qh,
in connexion mth the stationing and functioning
of the United Nations Peaces-Keeping Force in

1. Establishment of terms of̂ reference for the Force

I* By paragraph 5 of its resolution S/5575 of 4 March 1964 the

Security Council recommended that the function of the United Nations

Force in Cyprus should be "in the interest of preserving international

peace and security, to use its best efforts to prevent a recurrence of

fighting and9 as necessary, to contribute to the maintenance and

restoration of law and order and a return to normal conditions»" The

Secretary-General has the responsibility for establishing the Force and

for its direction. He will therefore issue detailed instructions to the

United Nations Conmander for the implementation of the foregoing function,,

Having in mind the purely international character and responsibilities of

the Force it is not his intention to negotiate such instructions with any

Government either directly concerned in the situation or contributing

contingents to the Force. The Secretary=General will9 however$ certainly

fully inform the Representatives of the Governments providing troops of

the substance of the instructions and directives given to the Command®?,,

2. The Secretary-General has already communicated to the Commander

of the Force certain points and principles for his guidance in exercising

the command., More instructions of this kind -Mill be issued as necessary.

These points and principles have served as a basis for preparing the



subsequent paragraphs of the present Aide-MemoirQa There is also in the

course of preparation the first directive for the Commander which will

be communicated to him shortly and which will be followed by other

directives as necessary.

II • Size and composition of tee United Nations Force in Cyprus

3. In implementation of paragraph 4 of the Security Council resolution,

initially it is the intention of the Secretary-General that the Force should

comprise about 7,000 men and the adequacy of this size will be reviewed

later in the light of early experience with the operation of the Force 0

4« The countries that have been approached for continents to date

are the following (in addition to the British contingents): Austria j

Brazil, Canada, Finland, Ireland and Sweden. It now seems most unlikely

that a contingent can be obtained from Brazilo Should it become necessary

later on to increase the size of the Force beyond 7,000, other countries

might be approached for troops following on further consultations in

accordance with paragraph 4 of the Security Council resolution*

* Eoition of the Force with respect to
of the two communities on̂ Cytame

5. It is not the intention of the Secretary-General to deal directly

with the two communities of Cyprus on matters affecting the establishment,

organization and directives of the Force. As regards matters concerning

the establishment and stationing of the Force, the Secretary-General0s

relations will be with the Government of the Republic of Cyprus whose

representatives were accepted as spokesmen for the Government in the

recent meetings of the Security Council.,



6. In the context of the foregoing paragraph the Secretary»General

has noted that the representatives of Greece and Turkey, who eloarly had

in mind at all times the wall»being of their respective communities in

Cyprus, endorsed the resolution, and he assumes that had there been any

dissatisfaction with the resolution in those two communities it wold

have been expressed in the Council. This view of the Secretary-General

is buttressed by the fact that Mr. flenktash of the Turkish community

spoke in the Council without any critical comment on the resolution and

by the further fact that General Gyani, the Commander of the Force, has

heretofore been stationed in Cyprus as the Secretary-General's personal

observer and has reported no expression of dissatisfaction with the

resolution tgr either community,

7. In the conduct of specific operations the Force will, of course,

seek the full co-operation of the Government and of the two commanities

on Cyprus*

PSTe Thejaosition of ..the Force vdth reapeot to the disarming, of
Irregular Greek andJfurkish Oypriot forces

80 The disarming of "irregular forces1' on the island is not

considered to be a function of the United Nations Forcea A basic

principle of the Force is that its troops viill carry arms which, however,

are to be employed only for self-defense, should this become necessary

in the discharge of its function, in the interest of preserving

international peace and security, of seeking to prevent a recurrence

of fighting, and contributing to the maintenance and restoration of law



and order and a return to normal conditions»

9o It is recognised̂  however,, that the United Nations might usefully

take SOB® non~forcible measures toisards the desirable end, of "irregular

forces" surrendering their arras,, There might be in the first instance

a strong appeal to the coaonuaity leaders by the Secretary-General or

the Mediator. Indsedg it might bscorns nec@ssary for the Mediator to

d©al vdth such matters as, an unavoidable prelude to his discussion of

long-range solutions. The Mediatorfl therefore,, early in his 'Vrork.,

might have to seek out the community leaders and try to work out son©

arrangements T/dth them for controlling th® weapons carried by non-

regnlarsg if not for actually disarming theisio

10. From the two immediately preceding paragraphs it idll be seen

that it is the Secretary-General's view that the disarming of irregular

forces should be undertaken at the community level and the United Nations _

Force would not assume any such responsibility involving on its part

the use of force0 Should a request be made to the Commander of the

Force to undertake this responsibility, he would refer it to the

Secretary-General for a decision and the Secretary-General nsould most

certainly consult vdth representatives of the countries having contingents

in the Force before taking final action.

Ho While the disarming of irregular forces is a preliminary problem

to be dealt with initially, at least., by negotiations at the ccsnnmnity

level, it is not believed that this can be aeeoajplished by the Mediatox"



or anyone else before the United Nations Force is deployed in Cyprus0

On the contrary, ths arrival of the Force in Cyprus with the anticipated
\

relaxation of tensions resulting therefrom, is a necessary condition for

progress on such preliminary problems and for the Mediator to begin his

work in an atmosphere affording him some chance for results«

V, Relationship between jthe Mediator and the Force

120 It is the view of the Secretary-General,, in the light of Security

Council resolution S/5575 'and of considerations of a general nature»

that the operations of the United Nations Force and the activities of

the United Nations Mediator are separate and distinct undertakings and

will be kept so0 Nevertheless, in the nature of the casea their

activities will be complementary in the sense that the extant to uhich

the Force vd.ll be able to ensure quiet on the Island will make it

possible for the work of the Mediator to have a better chance for

success, whiles on the other hand, if the Mediator is able to jnake some

progress in any direction* the functioning of the Force vdll become easier,

13 o There are a nusnber of reasons, apart from the distinct and

separate nature of his task, why the Mediator should not be identified

•with the Force o It is intended, for instance!, that the Force, by-

nature of its duties, shall function under the close supervision of

the Secretary-General and in accordance with detailed instructions

issued by him. The Mediator* while appointed by the Seeretary=Geiaerals
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necessarily require a wide latitude in taking such initiativeB

as he may deem useful in the performance of his functions if he is

to make significant progress* subject to his obligation of reporting

to the Secretary»Generalc Moreover, it would not be helpful to the

Mediator to be associated with actions which the Force in certain

circumstances might have to take0 It can be assumed, of course, that

the Mediator and the Commander of the Force will be in communication

with each other and will keep each other informed of their respective

activities,

VIo Terms of Reference of the Mediator.

14o The terms of reference of the Mediator are set forth in

paragraph 7 of Security Council resolution S/5575. Under these terms

of reference the Mediator should use his best endeavours with the

representatives of the communities and also with the Governments of

Cypruŝ  Greece., Turkey and the United Kingdom,, for the purpose of

promoting a peaceful solution and an agreed settlement of the problem

confronting Cyprus, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations,

having in mind the well-being of the people of Cyprus as a whole and

the preservation of international peace and security. The resolution

also provides that the Mediator should report periodically to the

Secretary=General on his efforts,,

15o The Secretary-General does not envisage providing the Mediator



with any terms of reference beyond those set forth in the Security Council

resolution, for the reason that the Mediator in making his good offices

available to the parties should be left as free as possible in his actions0

II* Bole of the Mediator in relation to th«? Establishment of the
Force

,160 It is not envisaged that the Mediator -will be in a position to

take (affective steps in the exercise of his functions prior to the

establishment of the Force. It is the view of the Secretary-General that

the stationing of the United Nations Force in Cyprus is a vital precondition

for progress in the Mediators workc So long as the two communities

contirrue to shoot at one another there is little chance for the Mediator

to mako any real advance.

1?0 Consequently, while it would certainly be helpful to potential

attributing countries in their consideration of a request for Force

contributions to know beforehand the prospects for progress in the

Mediator's work, it is not considered possible or desirable to await

:any preliminary action on the part of the Mediator. In this regard

it should also be pointed out that while there is a three month time

limit for the stationing of the United Nations Force in Cyprus, there

is no time limit for the work of the Mediator, and it is not expected that

the Mediator would be able to achieve suceess within the three month periodo

18o In other words, it would be, in the view of the Secretary-General,

putting the cart before the horse to require the Mediator to undertake

consultations before the United Nations Force is established in Cyprus0



It would, indeed,, defeat the plan of the Security Council resolution

were progress on his part to be mad® a condition for the establishment

of the Force. The Secretary-General views the United Nations effort in

Cyprus as having two stages: the first is to bring to an end the current

sporadic fighting between the coranunitiea by deployment of. the Force,

cease-fire, and other arrangements! the second is the task of the Mediator

in seeking long range solutions of basic problems„

19<» It would also not be possible for the Secretary-General to seek

further assurances from the communities concerning their intentions to

accept mediation. For the reasons previously indicated, the Secretarŷ

General can deal only with the Government of Cyprusa and a request for

further assurances along this line might be considered as implying a

lack of good faith on the part of the Government in consenting to the

resolution and to the stationing of the Force.

VIII* The Contributing States, and the, Role of the Mediator

20e The Secretary-General has not envisaged arrangements for

consultation between the Mediator and the representatives of contributing

Governments, and would think it inadvisable to encourage such consultations

since it seems desirable to keep the activities of the Mediator and of

the Force as separate as possible,. The resolution of the Security Council

provides that the Mediator shall report periodically to the Secretary-

General on his efforts, and it is the intention of the Secretary-General

to keep the members of the Security Council and the Governments contributing
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contingents to the Force well informed on developments in the work of the

Mediator.,

IX. Consultations bet-ween the United Hationŝ n̂.d, Governments of
States Contributing Contiiigenta to the Force.

21 o The Secretary-General intends to keep in close touch with the

representatives of all governments providing contingents to the Force. It

is considered desirable that consultations with contributing Governments

should be conducted by the Secretary-General. No arrangements are?

therefore, envisaged for any special consultative machinery in Cyprus

between the Force Commander and representatives of contributing

Governments which night lead to duplication and possible confusion.

The Commander will of course, as appropriate? seek the advice of

officers front the services of the contributing States serving on his

Headquarters staff and of the Commanders of the contingents.

°̂ Procedure for Military and Administrative Planning.

220 As already indicated, the Secretary-General will be issuing

instructions and directives to the Force Commander directly and does not

envisage negotiating any further terms of reference with any Governments*

A draft Status of Force Agreement modeled largely along the lines of the

Status of Force Agreement for UJEF (A/3526) has been formulated., and

discussions on it with the Go-garment of Cyprus are expected to begin

shortly. It is also planned to prepare Regulations for the Force patterned
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after the %EF Regulations (ST/SGB/DKEF/1). men the Force IS

established, matters of this nature 'will be discussed with the

representatives of governments providing contingents to the Force*

While systematic consultations on such matters with potential contributing

Governments prior to the establishment of the Force are not practicable,

the Secretary-General will of coarse be pleased to respond to specific

questions from interested Governments.

XI. Duration of the Force and Coats of Military Contingents

2&o The resolution of the Security Council provides that the

Force shall be stationed in Cyprus for a period of three months. The

Secretary-General stated to the Security Council before the adoption of

the resolution that there could be no extension of the Force beyond three

months without a new action by the Council (S/P.V. 1102, p»16).

2& Security Council resolution S/5575 also provides that the

costs pertaining to the Force are to be met by Governments providing

contingents and by the Government of Cyprus. The Secretary-General is

engaged in discussions with all interested Governments on these questions•

He has had indications from certain Governments that they might be

prepared to provide a contingent but could not meet entirely the cost

of it. It was with this possibility in mind that paragraph 6 of the

resolution also provided that the Secretary-General could accept

voluntary contributions toward meeting the cost of the Force 0 The

Secretary-General on 7 March made a broad appeal to all Member States
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for voluntary contributions toward the financing of the Force, The

Secretary-General has also made certain direct and oral approaches to

a few Governments for voluntary contributions and will be approaching

some others*

It will be the aim of the Secretary-General to take into

account all circumstances and to seek to avoid any discriminatory

treatment with regard to bearing the costs of the Force. He recognizes

that for a like number of troops the costs in some countries are

considerably higher than in others because of existing laws* regulations

and practices. He recognizes also that some countries may be better

prepared to shoulder the costs than others. It is his intention to

try to work out a formula governing the use of the funds accruing

through voluntary contributions in such a way as to be fair, equitable

and non̂ discriminatory.

29o The Secretary-General shares the concern expressed by many

Governments about the importance of developing collective responsibility

for financing United Nations peaces-keeping operations by orderly and

satisfactory methods* At the same time it must be recognized that the

Cyprus crisis has occurred at a time when the financial situation of

the United Nations is already critical, and also that the Cyprus crisis

creates such a grave situation that there seems to be no satisfactory

alternative to the United Nations intervention of the kind unanimously

decided by the Security Council.
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Aid&"Mtanoire concerninfL some Questions which arise
in connexion with the stationing and functioning
of the United Rations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus

I0 Establishment of termŝ pf reference for the

lo By paragraph 5 of its resolution S/5575 of 4 March 1964 the

Security Council recommended that the function of the United Nations

Force in Cyprus should be "in the interest of preserving international

peace and security, to use its best efforts to prevent a recurrence of

fighting and, as necessary, to contribute to the maintenance and

restoration of law and order and a return to normal conditions." The

Secretary-General has the responsibility for establishing the Force and

for its directions He will therefore issue detailed instructions to the

United Nations Commander for the implementation of the foregoirr, function,,

Having in mind the purely international character and responsibilities of

the Force it is not his intention to negotiate such instructions vdth any

Government either directly concerned in the situation or contributing

contingents to the Force, The Secretary-General will, however, certainly

fully inform the Representatives of the Governments providing troops of

the substance of the instructions and directives given to the Commander„

2. The Secretary-General has already communicated to the Commander

of the Force certain points and principles for his guidance in exercising

the commando More instructions of this kind will be issued as necessary,,

These points and principles have served as a basis for preparing the



subsequent paragraphs of the present Aide~Memoire0 There is also in the

course of preparation the first directive for the Commander which will

be communicated to him shortly and which will be followed by other

directives as necessary.

II. Size and composition of the United Nations Force in Cyprus

3« In implementation of paragraph 4 of the Security Council resolution,

initially it is the intention of the Secretary=General that the Force should

comprise about 7*000 men and the adequacy of this size will be reviewed

later in the light of early experience with the operation of the Force0

4« The countries that have been approached for contingents to date

are the following (in addition to the British contingents): Austria,

Brazil, Canada, Finland, Ireland and Sweden. It now seems most unlikely

that a contingent can be obtained from Brazil* Should it become necessary

later on to increase the size of the Force beyond 7,000, other countries

might be approached for troops following on further consultations in

accordance with paragraph 4 °f the Security Council resolution?

Ill* Position of the Force with respect to consent and co-operation
of the two communities on Cyprus

5. It is not the intention of the Secretary-General to deal directly

with the two communities of Cyprus on matters affecting the establishment»

organization and directives of the Force. As regards matters concerning

the establishment and stationing of the Force, the Secretary-General's

relations will be with the Government of the Republic of Cyprus whose

representatives were accepted as spokesmen for the Government in the

recent meetings of the Security Councilo



60 In the context of the foregoing paragraph the Secretary=General

has noted that the representatives of Greece and Turkey, who clearly had

in mind at all tiroes the well-being of their respective communities in

Cyprus, endorsed the resolution, and he assumes that had there been any

dissatisfaction vdth the resolution in those two communities it would

have been expressed in the Council. This view of the Secretary-General

is buttressed by the fact that Mr, Denktash of the Turkish community

spoke in the Council TriLthout any critical comment on the resolution and

by the further fact that General Gyani, the Commander of the Force, has

heretofore been stationed in Cyprus as the Secretary-General's personal

observer and has reported no expression of dissatisfaction vdth the

resolution by either community,

7o In the conduct of specific operations the Force will, of course,

seek the full co-operation of the Government and of the two communities

on Cyprus o

IY0 Tho. position of the Force vdth respect to the disarming,.of
irregular Greek and Turkish Cypriot forces

80 The disarming of "irregular forces" on the island is not

considered to be a function of the United Nations Force,, A basic

principle of the Force is that its troops will carry arms which, however,

are to be employed only for self-defeneea should this become necessary

in the discharge of its function, in the interest of preserving

international peace and security, of seeking to prevent a recurrence

of fightingj and contributing to the maintenance and restoration of law



and order and a return to normal conditions0

9° It. is recognized̂ , however, that the United Nations might usefully

take scats non=foreibie measures to-wards the desirable end of "irregular

forces" surrendering their arms0 There might be in the first instance

a strong appeal t© the ecaumiriity leaders by the Seeretary-General or

the Mediator. Indeed^ it might become necessary for the Mediator to

deal with such matters as an unavoidable prelude to his discussion of

long-range solutions. The Mediators thereforep early in his -t-rorkj

might have to seek out the connwinity leaders and try to work out 301*115

arrangements -with them for controlling the weapons carried by non-

regularsj, if not for actually disarming them0

10 „ From the two insnediately preceding paragraphs it vdll be seen

that it is the Secretary-General' s view that the disarming of irregular

forces should be undertaken at the community level and the United Nations

Force would not assume any such responsibility involving on its part

the use of force0 Should a request be made to the Commander of the

Force to undertake this responsibilitŷ  he would refer it t-o the

Sesretary=General for a decision and the Secretary-General wiuld most

certainly consult with representatives of the countries having contingents

in the Force before taking final action0

llo While the disarming of irregular forces is a preliminary problem

to be dealt with initially „ at leastg by negotiations at the caranunity

level* it. is not believed that this can be accoriplished by the Mediator



or anyone else before the United Nations Force is deployed in Cyprus0

On the contrary2 the arrival of th© Force in Cyprus idth the anticipated

relaxation of tensions resulting therefrom^ is a necessary condition for

progress on such preliminary problems and for the Mediator to begin his

work in an atmosphere affording him so£e ehanae for results0

V, RglatlgngjijLp. between̂ ,the n Media.tor ,and the .Force

120 It is the view of the Secretary-General* in the 31ght of Security

Council resolution S/5575 and of considerations of a general naturê ,

that the operations of the United Nations Force and the activities of

the United Nations Mediator are separate and distinct undertakings and

v.ill be kept so0 Neverthelesŝ , in the nature of the cases thair

activities will be complementary in the sense that the extent to vjhich

the Force will be able to ensure quiet on the Island will make it

possible for the work of the Mediator to have a better chance for

success* whilej on the other hands if the Mediator is able to make some

progress in any direction,, the functioning of the Force will becora® easier (

13o There are a number of reasons9 apart from the distinct and

separate nature of his task, vihy the Mediator should not be identified

vd.th the Forcec It is intended,, for instance,, that the Foree^ by

nature of its duties, shall function under the close supervision of

the Seeretary~Generai and in accordance with detailed instructions

issued by him,, The Mediator, while appointed by the Secretary-Generals



will neeessarily require a vd.de latitude in taking such initiatives

as he may deem useful in the performance of his functions if he is

to make significant progresŝ , subject to his obligation of reporting

to the Secretary~General. Moreover, it would not be helpful to the

Mediator to be associated with actions which the Force in certain

circumstances might have to take0 It can be assumed^ of course, that

the Mediator and the Commander of the Force will be in communication

with each other and will keep each other informed of their respective

activities„

VIo Terms of Reference of the ..Mediator

14<, The terms of reference of the Mediator are set forth in

paragraph 7 of Security Council resolution 5/5575» Under these terms

of reference the Mediator should use his best endeavours with the

representatives of the conanunities and also with the Governments of

Cypruss Greece* Turkey and the United Kingdom9 for the purpose of

promoting a peaceful solution and an agreed settlement of the problem

confronting Cyprus^ in accordance with the Chapter of the United Nations,

having in mind the well=being of the people of Cyprus as a whole and

the preservation of international peace and security, Th® resolution

also provides that the Mediator should report periodically to the

Se@retary=<Jeneral on his efforts,,

15=, The Seeretary-Gensral does not envisage providing the Mediator



\dth any terms of reference beyond tuose set forth In the Security Council

restilu'iion̂  for the reason that the Mediator in making his good offices

availsole to the parties should be left as free as possible in his actions a

VIIB Role of thê Meĵ ator iin_rjê t̂ionmt̂ o_;fchiej Establishment of î he
Fores

!»6o It is not envisaged that the Mediator will, be in a position to

take effective steps in the exercise of his functions prior to the

establishment of the Force,, It is the view of the Secretary-General that

the stationing of the United Nations Force In Cyprus is a vital precondition

for progress in the Mediators worko So long as the two communities

contiii'ae to shoot at one another there is little chance for the Mediator

to makw any real advance„

1?0 Consequentlyj while it would certainly be helpful to potential

«x>ntrxouting countries In their consideration of a request for Force

contributions to know beforehand the prospects for progress in the

Mediator11 s works it is not considered possible or desirable to await

any preliminary action on the part of the Mediator., In this regard

it should also be pointed out that while there is a three month time

limit for the stationing of the United Nations Force in Cyprus^ there

is no time limit for the work of the Mediator,, and it is not expected that

the Mediator would be able to achieve suc©ess within the three month period„

13 o In other wordss it would be, in the view of the Secretary-=Generals

putting the cart before the horse to require the Mediator to undertake

consultations before the United Nations Force is established in Cyprus„



contingents to the Force well informed on developments in the work of the

Mediator,,

IX0 Consultations between the United Nations and Governments of
States Contributing Contingents to the Force.

21o The Secretary-General intends to keep in close touch with the

representatives of all governments providing contingents to the Force. It

is considered desirable that consultations with contributing Governments

should be conducted by the Secretary-General. No arrangements are,

therefore, envisaged for any special consultative machinery in Cyprus

between the Force Commander and representatives of contributing

Governments which might lead to duplication and possible confusion0

The Commander will of course, as appropriate, seek the advice of

officers from the services of the contributing States serving on his

Headquarters staff and of the Commanders of the contingents,

X0 Procedure for Military and Administrative Planning.

220 As already indicated, the Secretary-General will be issuing

instructions and directives to the Force Commander directly and does not

envisage negotiating any further terms of reference with any Governments,,

A draft Status of Force Agreament modeled largely along the lines of the

Status of Force Agreement for UNEF (A/3526) has been formulated, and

discussions on it with the Government of Cyprus are expected to begin

shortlyo It is also planned to prepare Regulations for the Force patterned
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after the %EF Regulations (ST/SGB/UNEF/1). When the Force is

established, matters of this nature will be discussed with the

representatives of governments providing contingents to the Force,,

While systematic consultations on such matters with potential contributing

Governments prior to the establishment of the Force are not practicable,

the Secretary-General will of course be pleased to respond to specific

questions from interested Governments„

XI0 Duration of the Force and Goats of Mjlitarg Contingents

2J0 The resolution of the Security Council provides that the

Force shall be stationed in Cyprus for a period of three months. The

Secretary-General stated to the Security Council before the adoption of

the resolution that there could be no extension of the Force beyond three

months without a new action by the Council (S/P,V. 1102, p0l6)0

24o Security Council resolution S/5575 also provides that the

costs pertaining to the Force are to be met by Governments providing

contingents and by the Government of Cyprus. The Secretary-General is

engaged in discussions with all interested Governments on these questions»

He has had indications from certain Governments that they might be

prepared to provide a contingent but could not meet entirely the cost

of it0 It was with this possibility in mind that paragraph 6 of the

resolution also provided that the Secretary-General could accept

voluntary contributions toward meeting the cost of the Force, The

Secretary-General on 7 March made a broad appeal to all Member States



for voluntary contributions toward the financing of the Force0

Seeretary«General has also made certain direct and oral approaches

to a few Governments for voluntary contributions and viill be approaching

aoae others,

25» It will be the aim of the Seeretary=°General to take into

account all circumstances and to seek to avoid any discriminatory

treatment with regard to bearing the costs of the Force0 He recognises

that for a lite number of troops the costs in some countries', are

considerably higher than in others because of existing la,ws$ regulations

and practiceso He recognises also that some countries nay be better

prepared to shoulder the costs than others. It is his intention to

try to work out a formula governing tho use of the funds accruing

through voluntary contJibutions in such a way as to be fairs equitable

and non̂ diaericiinatoryo

26o The Secretary-General shares the concern expressed by cany

Governments about the importance of developing collective responsibility

for financing United Nations peace-keeping operations by orderly and

satisfactory methods,, At the same time it must be recognised that the

Qjrprus crisis has occurred at a tints when the financial situation of

the United Nations is already critical, and the financial provisions of

the Security Council resolution itfere thus inescapablee Further, the

Cyprus crisis creates such a grave situation that there seems to be

no satisfactory alternative to the United Nations interv<sntion of the

kind unanimously decided by the Security Coxmeil0



draft \ / yfrri* 10 APril 1964

Aide-memoire concerning some questions relating to the function
and operation of the United Nations Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus

Function of the Force

1. The Security Council, by paragraph 5 of its resolution S/5575

of 4 March 1964, recommended that the function of the United Nations

Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus should be "in'the interest of preserving

international peace and security, to use its best efforts to prevent a

recurrence of fighting and, as necessary, to contribute to the maintenance

and restoration of law and order and a return to normal conditions."

The Secretary-General has the responsibility for establishing the Force

and for its direction.

2. In carrying ou% its function, the United Nations Force shall

avoid any action designed to influence the political situation in Cyprus

except through contributing to a restoration of quiet and through creating

an improved climate in which political solutions may be sought.

Guiding principles

3. The Force, whose composition and size are to be established

by the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Governments of Cyprus,

Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom, is a United Nations Force, whose

Commander has been appointed by the Secretary-General and will report to him.

4. The Force shall be under the exclusive control and command of

the United Nations at all times.

5. The Secretary-General is responsible to the Security Council

for the conduct of this Force, and he alone reports to the Security Council

about it.
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6. The Commander of the Force, who is responsible to the Secretary-

General, will, as appropriate, receive directives from the Secretary-General

on the exercise of his command and will report to the Secretary-General.

The executive control of all units of the Force shall at all times be

exercised by the Commander of the Force.

7. The contingents comprising the Force shall be integral parts of

it and will take their orders exclusively from the Commander of the Force.

8. The Force shall have its own Headquarters whose personnel shall

be international in character and representative of the contingents com-

prising the Force.

9. The Force shall undertake no functions which are not consistent

with the definition of the function of the Force set forth in paragraph 5

of the Security Council resolution of 4 March 1964, -Any doubt about a

proposed action of the Force being consistent with the definition of the

function set forth in the resolution must be submitted to the Secretary-

General for decision.

10. The troops of the Force will carry arms which, however, are to

be employed only for self-defense, should this become necessary in the

discharge of its function, in the interest of preserving international

peace and security, of seeking to prevent a recurrence of fighting, and

contributing to the maintenance and restoration of law and order and a

return to normal conditions.

11. It would be desirable from the stand-point of effective operation

of the United Nations Force that the Greek and Turkish troops now stationed

in Cyprus should be placed under the over-all command of the Commander of

the Force. The United Nations, however, has no mandate to require this.

The Secretary-General, nevertheless, has urged this course on the



Governments concerned.

12. The personnel of the Force must refrain from expressing publicly

any opinion on the political problems of the country.

13. A clear distinction shall be made and maintained between the

troops of the British contingent in the United Nations Force and the

British military personnel in Cyprus, such as those manning the British

bases not included in the United Nations Force.

14. The Status of the Force Agreement, concluded between the

Government of Cyprus and the United Nations, covers matters such as

freedom of movement, privileges, and immunities, responsibilities, discipline,

etc,

15. The operations of the Force and the activities of the United

Nations Mediator are separate and distinct undertakings and shall be kept

so. Nevertheless, in the nature of the case, the activities are

complementary in the sense that the extent to which the Force shall be able

to ensure quiet in Cyprus will help the task of the Mediator, while on the

other hand any progress effected by the Mediator will facilitate the

functioning of the Force,

Operating procedures

16. The standard operating procedures for the Force shall include

the following points:

(a) only the minimum force necessary to achieve the objective is to be

usedj

(b) incidents are to be prevented and, if necessary, stopped by negotiation

and persuasion rather than by the use of force. The decision as to which

course of action is taken will normally rest at battalion commander levelj
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(c) the commander on the spot must act as he feels justified, according to

the circumstances at the time, always following the principles in (a) and

(b) above;

(d) all members of UNFICYP must act with restraint and with complete im-

partiality towards the Greek and Turkish Gypriot communities.

Principles of self-defense

|xi 3£f\ Troops of UNFICYP shall not take the initiative in the use of

armed force. The use of armed force is permissible only in self-defense

/and as a last resort in the carrying out of the mandate given to the

Force by the Security Council.) The circumstances in which armed force

may be used include:

(a) the defense of United Nations posts, premises and vehicles under

armed attack;

(b) in support of other troops of UNFICYP under armed attack.

+ No action is to be taken by the troops of UNFICYP which is likely

to bring them into direct conflict with either community in Cyprus, except

in the following circumstances:

(a) where members of the Force are compelled to act in self-defense;

(b) where the safety of-the Force or of members of it is in jeopardy;

(c) where specific arrangements accepted by both communities have been,

or in the opinion of the commander on the spot are about to be, violated,

thus risking a recurrence of fighting or endangering law and order.

i The principle of minimum force shall always be applied, and

armed force will be used only when all peaceful means of persuasion have

failed. The decision as to when force may be used rests with the commander
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on the spot whose main concern will be to distinguish between an incident

which does not require fire to be opened and those situations in which

troops may be authorized to use force. Examples in which troops may be so

authorized are:

(a) attempts by.force to compel them to withdraw from a position which they

occupy under orders from their commanders, or to infiltrate and envelop such

positions as are deemed necessary by their commanders for them to hold, thus

jeopardizing their safety;

(b) attempts by force to disarm them;

(c) attempts by force to prevent them from carrying out their responsi-

bilities as ordered by their commanders;

(d) violation by force of United Nations premises and attempts to arrest

or abduct United Nations personnel, civil or military.

Minimum force necessary will be used in all such cases in order to

prevent as far as possible the loss of human life or serious injury to

persons.

1 20. Should it be necessary to resort to the use of arms, advance

warning will be given whenever possible. Automatic fire is not to be used

except in extremes-emergency and fire will continue only as long as is

necessary to achieve its immediate aim.

Protection against individual or organized attack

21. Mi enever a threat of attack develops towards a particular area,

commanders will endeavour to restore peace to the area nd.th the co-operation

of the Cypriot authorities.) In addition, local commanders should approach

the local leaders of both communities. Mobile patrols shall immediately be

organized to manifest the presence of UNFICYP in the threatened or disturbed

areas in whatever strength is available. All appropriate means will be used

to promote calm and restraint.
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If all attempts at peaceful settlement fail, unit commanders may

recommend to their senior commander that UNFICYP troops be deployed in

such threatened areas. On issue of specific instructions to that effect from

UNFICIP Headquarters, unit commanders will announce that the entry of

UNFICYP Forces into such areas will be effected, if necessary, in the

interests of law and order.

If, despite these warnings, attempts are made to attack, envelop or

infiltrate UNFIGYP positions, thus jeopardizing the safety of troops in

the area, they will defend themselves and their positions by resisting

and driving off the attackers with minimum force, including the use of

arms if necessary.

Arrangements concernijiR cease-fire agreements

22» If UNFICIP units arrive at the scene of an actual conflict between

members of the two communities, the commander on the spot will immediately

call on the leaders of both communities to break off the conflict and

arrange for a cease-fire while terms which are acceptable to both communities

are discussed. In certain cases it may be possible to enforce a cease-fire

by interposing UWFICIP military posts between those involved, but it this

is not acceptable to those involved in the conflict, or if there is doubt

about its effectiveness, it should not normally be done, as it may only

lead to a direct clash between UNFICYP troops and those involved in the

conflict.
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Aide-memoire concerning some questions relating to the function
and operation of the United tiations Peace~Keaping Force in Cyprus

Function of the Force

1« The Security Council, by paragraph 5 of its resolution S/5575

of 4 March 1V64, recommended that the function of the United Nations

Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus should be "in the interest of preserving
international peace and security, to use its best efforts to prevent a
recurrence of fighting arid, as necessary, to contribute to the maintenance
and restoration of law and order and a return to normal conditions„"

2o In carrying out its function, the United Nations Force shall

avoid any action designed to influence the political situation in Cyprus

except tlirough contributing to a restoration of quiet and through creating

an improved climate in which political solutions may be sought0

Guiding principles

3o The Seeretary<=General has the responsibility for establishing the
Force and for its direction. The Force, whose composition and size are to be
established in consultation with the Governments of Cyprus, Greece, Turkey

and the United Kingdom, is a United Nations Force, vrhoae Commander has been
appointed by the Secretary-General,,

4o The Force is under the exclusive control and command of the United
Nations at all times0

5, The Secretary-General is responsible to the Security Council for

the conduct of this Force, and he alone reports to the Security Council about
it,

6<t The Commander of the Force, who is responsible to the Secretarŷ

General, receives, as appropriate, directives froia the Secretary-General on
the exercise of his command and reports to the Secretary=General0 The

executive control of all units of the Force is at all times exercised by the
Commander of the Force0

7o The contingents comprising the Force are integral parts of it and
take their orders exclusively fron the Commander of the Force0



80 The Force has its own Headquarters whose personnel is international

in character and representative of the contingents comprising the Force,,

,9o The Force shall undertake no functions which are not consistent

with the definition of the function of the Force set forth in paragraph 5 of

the Security Council resolution 01* 4 Karch 1964° Any doubt about a proposed

action of the Force being consistent with the definition of the function set

forth in the resolution must be submitted to the Secretary-General for decision.

106 The i/roops of the Force carry anas whicha however, are to be

employed only for self-defense, should this become necessary in the discharge

of its function, in the interest of preserving international peace and

security, of seeking to prevent a recurrence of fighting, and contributing to

the maintenance and restoration of law and order and a return to normal

conditionso
Ua It would be desirable from the stand-point of effective operation

of the United Nations Force that the Greek and Turkish troops now stationed in

Cyprus should be placed under the over-all command of the Commander of the

ForcOp Although the United Nations has no specific mndate to require thiss
the Secretary-General has urged this course on the Governments concerned,*

120 The personnel of the Force must refrain from expressing publicly any

opinion on the political problems of the countryn they roust also act with
restraint and with complete impartiality towards the msmbers of the Gre-sk and
Turkish Cypriot communities.,

13 o There is a clear distinction between the troops of the British
contingent in the United Nations Force and the British military personnel in

Cypruss such as those manning the British bases not included in the Uhitttd

Nations Foree0
14* The Status of the Force Agreement, concluded between the Government

of Cyprus and the United Nations, covers matters such as freedom of movement,

jurisdictions responsibilities, discipline,, etc*, and has been circulated as a

Security Council document (8/5634)0
15„ The operations of the Force and the activities of the United Nations

Mediator are separate and distinct undertakings and shall be kept so«
Nevertheless, in the nature of the case, the activities are complementary in

the sense that the extent to which the Force shall be able to ensure quiet in

Cyprus will help the task of the Mediator, while on the other hand any progress

effected by the Mediator will facilitate the functioning of the Force,,
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Principles of self-defense
16. (Droops of UKP1CYP shall not take the initiative 4a the use of

anoed foree» Bie use of armed force IB permissible only in self-defease»
fhe expression "self-defense* includess
(a) the defense of United Rations posts, premises and vehicles under
armed attack;
(b) the support of other persona©! of UNFZCYP under armed attaeko

17« Ho action is to be taken by the troops of UHPICYP which is litosly
to bring them into direct conflict with either community in Cyprus, eaeept
in the following circumstances:
(a) vhere members of the Force are compelled to act in self-defense;
(b.) where the safety of the Force or @f members of it is in jeopardy;
£c) where specific arrangements accepted by both communities have been,
or in the opinion of the commander on the spot are about to bes violated̂
thus risking a recurrence of fighting or endangering last and order*

18o When acting in self-defense, the principle of minimum force shall
always be applied, and armed force will be used only when all peaceful means
of persuasion have failsde Qte decision as to when force may be used under
these circumstances rests with the eommnder on the spot *&ose main eoasera
will be to distinguish between an incident Which does not require fire to be
opened and those situations in tthieh troops may be authorized to use for®e»
Examples in vhieh troops may be so authorised are;
(a) attempts by force to compel them to withdraw from a position which they
occupy under orders from their commanders, or to infiltrate and envelop such
positions as are deemed necessary by tbeir commanders for them to hold, thus
jeopardizing their safety;
(b) attempts by force &> disarm them;
(c) attempts by force to prevent them from carrying out their responsibilities
as ordered by their commanders;
(d) violation by force of United l&tions premises and attempts to azTSist or
abduct United Nations personnel, civil or military,,



19. Stoould it be necessary to resort to ttos use of asms, ad&tnee wsarniag
be given whenever possible 0 Automatic gaapoas are not to be used easept

in exteeme emergency ana fire will continue only as long as is necessary to
achieve its immediate. aSia,

Protection against individual or organized attagk
20<> Mhenever a threat of attack develops towards a pastieula? area,

commanders will endeavour to restore peace to the area? Xn addition̂ , local
commanders should approach the local leaders of both eomaiunitieso Mobile patrols
shall immediately be organised to manifest the presence of UHFICYP io the
thswateaed or disturbed areas in whatever strength is available. AU
means will be used to promote c&lw end restraint»

If all attempts at peaceful settleoeat failp tmit coraagmderB m&
to their senior eomoa&der that UHFICYP troops be deployed la suefc threatened areas =,
On issue of specific instructions to that effect from USFICYP Eeaaqusrtersj unit
commanders wi!2. anaounce that tiie entry of UHFICYP Force into such areas
be effected, if noeessary, in tbs interests of Issff and order»

If, despite these warnings, attempts are made to attack̂  envelop or
infiltrate UHFICYP positions, thus JeopardizSng the safety of troops la
ayeaff they trill defend themselves and their positions by resisting and driving
off the attackers with minimum forceo

Arrangements concerning cease-fire agreements
2Lo If UHFICYP units arrive at tha scene of en eetual conflict bstusen

members of the fero comonmitieep the eoaaoander on the spot &ill isanediately
call on the leaders of both communities to break off t&e conflict sad arraags
for a cease-fire ̂ Aile terms ̂iich are acceptable to both communities are
discussed. In certain eases it uay DS possible to enforce a cease-fire by
interposing UHPICYP military posts between tiios® involved̂  but if this is not
acceptable to those involTOd in -tins conflict, or if there is doubt about its
effectiveness, it should not normally be done, as it ussy only lead to a direct
clash between UHPICYP troops and those involved in the conflieto .


